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Creating Calibration Workflows under CalMAN version 

4.XXX 

 

One of the things that set CalMAN apart from other calibration 

software is the fact that it is completely customizable to the user.  

If you don’t like the way something is set up, you are able to 

change it!  This will be a quick guide on creating your own 

workflows within SpectraCal’s award winning calibration software 

CalMAN™.  You will need to have a licensed copy of their software 

which is available from SpectraCal. 

 

Before we start it is probably important to remind you that data obtained 

within a workflow is dependent upon that workflow - meaning that you 

cannot take data from one workflow and load it up into another workflow. 

http://www.hometheatershack.com/
http://www.hometheatershack.com/
http://www.SpectraCal.com/


Starting Out 

Open CalMAN.  Once it has loaded you will be looking at the last 

workflow that you have used. 

 

 

Click on the ‘Workflow’ tab on the left side of the screen. 

 

On the bottom left hand side, click on the ‘New Workflow’ icon.  It’s the one that 

resembles a blank piece of paper. 

 



This will give you a blank slate within CalMAN to design your workflow.  On the 

left hand side you have two options to help you accomplish your new design – 

Charts and Tools. 

 

The available charts are Brightness, DeltaE, RGB 

Balance, Gamma, CIE, Gamut Luminance, CCT, 

Spectrum, Datagrid and Datafield.  Each of these 

charts is capable of being customized.  You 

customize the chart by selecting the ‘Properties’ 

tab on the right hand side.  Within the properties 

tab you can change the style of the chart, the 

reference, select the data source, etc. 

 

 

Under Tools you will be able to select Action 

Buttons, Settings Panel, Editor’s Panel, Text Area, 

Graphic, Source Slider, Display Controls, Pattern 

Windows, Customer Database and Pass Fail. 

 

 

  

 

 

Here is a description of the charts and how they can be customized: 

  



 

Charts 

 

Brightness 

 

Brightness is the measurement of light or luminance.  The above chart can be 

customized to show the data in Column (shown), Line, Bar, or Datagrid format. 

Anytime you place a chart you have options to choose from in 

how you want the chart to look and what you want the chart to 

display.  These are accessed by either right-clicking the chart 

then selecting properties or by selecting the properties tab on 

the right hand side when the particular chart is selected. 

Doing this with the Brightness chart brings up these options.  

You can see on the top that you can select from two different 

types of chart – Brightness or Contrast.  The Chart Style gives 

you the options for how you want the data displayed.  Columns 

are vertical columns which will include both the target column 

and the measured column.  Line will give you both the target 

and the measured line.  Bar gives you the same as column 

except it is horizontal.  And Datagrid gives you the actual 

measured values as well as the targeted value. 



 

 

The next item in the Properties panel is Data Source.  I don’t think that I have ever 

changed anything in this particular section as I don’t think I’ve ever setup any 

workflows with different history tabs and layouts.  I always leave this section 

alone. 

The next item is Options.  You can see under the options for this particular chart 

there are three possible selections.  Title, which will display the title of the chart; 

Auto Scale, which will auto scale the size of the chart; and Single Point, which will 

toggle between a single point and multiple points.  This points will vary depending 

upon whether or not you are displaying a gamut or grayscale type of chart. 

The fifth item is placement.  The only thing relevant to me in this section is the 

Lock Position check box.  With the box checked, the chart will be locked in place 

and not able to be moved.  The rest of the boxes are for manual placement/sizing 

of the chart.  Rather than using these inputs, I find it easier to place and resize 

charts using the mouse. 

The last item, Layout Design, includes a Snap to Grid option.  This option will 

make the chart placement  compliant with a invisible grid.  The Snap Size value 

changes the size of this grid.  If you want to get an idea of the effects for this, 

uncheck the snap to grid box and move the chart around.  Next, change the snap 

size value to 100, check the snap to grid box and move the chart around. 

  



DeltaE 

 

       

DeltaE is the measurement of error from the readings.  As 

you can see from the Properties for this chart, most 

everything is the same.  The differences are that you can 

select the type of formula that you want to use under the 

Chart Type option.  And you have the option to select 

grayscale or gamut under Source.  Outside of that, 

everything is the same.  Snap to Grid is located by scrolling 

down.  



RGB Balance 

 

Everything in this chart is the same except Reference.  Here 

you can select between Absolute and Relative.  From my 

recollection, Absolute will include or factor in the 

Luminance while Relative takes out the luminance and RGB 

are relative to each other. 

For grayscale I prefer to keep this at Relative as luminance 

is adjusted via Gamma.  



Gamma 

 

Under the Chart type for Gamma you can select either 

Gamma Point or Luminance.  The chart above is Luminance 

and it’s usually a bit more curved.  Gamma Point will give 

you a flat horizontal line that your measures should follow 

for proper gamma.  And, as the other charts you can 

customize the chart in several ways to show the data the 

way you want to see it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CIE 

 

As you can see above, the title of the chart is Gamut CIE.  If 

you had the Grayscale button selected in the properties for 

this chart, it would still display Gamut CIE.  But the only box 

showing would be the white point box and all of your 

measures would be clustered around it – assuming they are 

all close to D65.  You can select whether you want the chart 

to show you X and Y measures or U and V measures.  I 

prefer x/y.  You can also toggle the Blackbody curve known 

as the Planckian Locus, the Gamut Outline and Grid Lines 

under Options. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planckian_locus


Gamut Luminance 

 

As you can see on the left, you can select from the 4 

standard chart types.  Under Reference you again have the 

choice of either Relative or Absolute.  Relative will look like 

the chart above.  Absolute will show a single line with the 

luminance measure either being below, above, or on the 

line depending upon how it measured.  

 



CCT 

 

This chart again offers the same choices for styles as some 

of the others.  I think that by now they are pretty self-

explanatory.  Under options you can select Auto Scale and 

Single Point.  Those are fairly self-explanatory as well.  I 

have never used this chart with Auto Scale selected.  I just 

don’t care for how it looks.  

 

  



Spectrum 

 

The only thing pertinent with chart is whether you want the 

background on or not.  This chart isn’t really relevant for 

most folks calibrating a display though.  I use it often to 

display how screen materials perform but that is utilizing 

the built in light source of the i1Pro.   



Data grid 

 

This chart is just made up of the raw data numbers.  You 

can customize what data you want to show by deleting the 

data off of the grid that you don’t want. 

 

Deleting Data Fields within the data grid 

 

Deleting items within the data grid is as simple as selecting 

the item you want to get rid of in the left most column and 

hitting the delete key on your computer  



Datafield 

 

This is a single data field.  Select properties for the data 

field and you can set it to show whatever data field it os 

that you want to show.  



Here is a description of the tools: 

Tools 

 

Action Buttons - Action buttons are covered pretty extensively in the pdf file put out from 

SpectraCal.  It is available in this post at the Home Theater Shack if you need it.  

 

Settings Panel  

Options include: 

 Meter Settings 

 Source Settings 

 Display Options 

 Options 

 License 

 Logging 

 Meter Initialization 

 Miscellaneous 

 

Editor’s Panel  

Options include: 

 Meter Profile Editor 

 Gamut Target Editor 

 Disc Player IR Editor 

 ICC Creation Tool 

  

http://www.hometheatershack.com/forums/video-calibration/57414-creating-your-own-workflows-within-calman.html#post517788


Text Area  

Creates an area to add and possibly edit text.  In one of the CalMAN workflows 

this would be the area where you would put the display’s settings. 

 

Graphic  

This would be where you can add a graphic such as a company logo. 

 

Source Slider  

  

You can select a Grayscale, Gamut or Spectrum slider.  Grayscale is shown above. 

Display Controls  

 

This is for Direct Display Control.  If CalMAN can control your display’s controls 

and you have the proper license for it, you can use this tool.  Otherwise it would 

be best to leave this tool out of your workflow. 



Pattern Windows  

This tool displays a window that will show the current pattern being called for 

within the software.  If you are using your pc to display your patterns this may be 

a useful feature.  You may also want to check and make sure that you are showing 

the proper level for you display.  You’d want to make sure that the box next to 

“Expand Video to PC Levels” is unchecked. 

 

Customer Database  

This is self explanatory. 

 

Pass Fail  

This is an editable tools that can be set up through properties to easily show 

whether a measurement passed or failed.  It will be red if it fails. ;^) 

 

 

 


